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Introduction
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This Global Perspectives Report is produced by News Group  International, a global leader in the 
monitoring, measurement and social media  business,  in cooperation with Salience Insight, News 
Group’s measurement and insight practice and SocialEyez, News Group’s social media practice.  

The research was conducted to provide an outside-the-US  perspective on the ups and downs of 
American politics during a presidential election. Data was gathered from two sources: Social Media 
postings in the Middle East and North Africa as well as a global search of online traditional media.

The report includes coverage from national newspapers and news magazines across 46 countries that 
appeared since the beginning of August. To provide a perspective from the Middle East, analysts read 
477 posts from all social media platforms in 10 countries: Lebanon, Syria, Kuwait, Qatar, UAE, Saudi 
Arabia, Iraq, Egypt, Jordan, and Iran.

§ US Traditional Media Trends vs. International Media Trends…….  Slide 3-11

§ Middle East Social Media Response to US Presidential Race…… Slide 12-16

§ High volume social media discussion from other countries ……  Slide 17-18
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Executive Summary: 
Non-US media is better at giving “equal time” than US media

While American media may think of Obama as just another candidate, to the rest of the world media, Obama is still 
The President. Looking at coverage of both presidential and vice-presidential candidates, in US media, Romney 
captured 50% of the total coverage compared to just  24% for Obama. However, in the non-US media, the ranking 
was reversed, with Obama capturing 40% of the coverage compared to just 38% for Romney. 

In the US media it appears that Romney is driving the news agenda and Obama is mentioned in the context of 
whatever Romney does, rather than forging his own path. One possible explanation is that to the US media, the 
incumbent’s story is not news, whereas the Opposition has a tale to tell. This played out in the coverage of running 
mates. While by now Joe Biden is a familiar figure to the media, Paul Ryan is a rich seam of information to be mined 
by journalists eager for novelty and his coverage reflected that.

And as much as they may hope that their silliness is ignored by foreign media, coverage of candidate gaffes is 
worldwide. The word ‘gaffe’ made it into the headlines of non-US nationals such as Italy’s Corriere della Sera, Brazil’s 
Veja and Britain’s Daily Telegraph. On the whole, ‘gaffes’ and incidences of ‘mis-speaking’ had very little influence on 
volumes and tonality of international newspaper coverage. Yes, they were reported each time, and commented on, 
but did not dominate the news cycle. The furore over Joe Biden’s ‘chains’ comment, which gave the current VP his 
highest level of coverage prior to his speech at the Democratic National Convention, barely caused a ripple 
internationally.

The only glaring exception to these findings was coverage of Romney’s less-than-diplomatic performance on his tour 
of the UK, Israel and Poland. The Arab News went so far as to dub it a “disaster”. Interestingly, the US media’s take 
was that it doubted whether it would have any effect on American voters, although it demonstrated an ‘outdated 
view of US foreign policy’. 
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Candidate Share of Voice* US vs. Non-US (1st August – 10th September)

(*Based on global online national papers: Please refer to appendix for full media list.)  
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Non-US media tended to mention 
both candidates together in the 
context of electioneering. 
Tonality in the non-US press was 
more balanced and considered 
overall, as opposed to the 
immediate response to events 
witnessed in the US papers. A key 
theme running through Non-US 
coverage was campaign funding 
and the personal wealth of the 
key players, whereas policy 
statements got less exposure 
than they did in US coverage. 



Non-US journalists devoted almost equal time/ink to each candidate, until the 
Democratic Convention

Party Article Volumes * Non-US (1st August – 10th September)

(*Based on global online national papers: Please refer to appendix for full media list.)  

How the parties ran their respective campaigns was a global theme, 
with the focus on negative campaigning. Media reaction to the TV 
‘attack’ ads put out by the candidates’ respective camps was mixed, 
and mostly focused on the tactics of the Democrats. Numerous 
commentators ruminated on whether this was the ‘nastiest 
presidential campaign ever’, concluding that it wasn’t, not in 
comparison to previous elections, but did concede that both sides 
seem at times reluctant to allow facts to get in the way of a good 
attack on their opponent. 
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In US media, GOP was consistently covered more frequently, but as its share  of 
coverage declines, so does its poll numbers

The Polls vs the Media Coverage * US Media Only (1st August – 10th September)

Republican National Convention
Democratic National Convention

(*Based on US online national papers: Please refer to appendix for full media list.
Poll data is taken from Real Clear Politics website )  
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In Non-US Media, Obama/Romney coverage gap is much narrower
Candidate Article Volumes* in Non-US (1st August – 10th September)

(*Based on global online national papers: Please refer to appendix for full media list.)  

Coverage of DMC was 
factual and concentrated, 

with pockets of praise for all 
the speakers, including Bill 

Clinton 

Obama announces visit to 
flood victims.

Praise for Biden's 
"effective" speech 

at the DNC
Comparisons with Ryan

Announcement of Paul 
Ryan as running mate

There was little after 
announcement momentum from 
the international press, in direct 

contrast with US coverage

Romney said to show 
"leadership that Obama 

lacks" in handling of Akin
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Local stories such as 
allegations made by Akin and 

visits to flood victims generated 
much less attention

The main discrepancy between US media and that of the rest of the 
world was in the greater attention the US media gave to more 
localized daily campaign events. (Compare Slide 7 with Slide 8.) The US 
press dedicated significantly more attention to the Republican’s day-
to-day announcements giving the GOP a significant lead in US 
exposure which was not seen by the rest of the world.



In US Media, Romney & Ryan are consistently covered more 
frequently than Obama and Biden 

Article Volumes* in US (1st August – 10th September)

(*Based on global online national papers: Please refer to appendix for full media list.)  

Praise for Biden's 
"effective" speech 

at the DNC

Announcement of Paul 
Ryan as running mate

Romney visits LA flood victims 
post-Convention; Democrats 

accuse him of "deepest 
hypocrisy"

Positive coverage of 
the first 48 hours of 
Romney and Ryan

Romney said to show 
"leadership that Obama 

lacks" in handling of Akin
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Mixed reviews of Obama's 
speech at the Convention: 

"hope and realism" vs
"combative and pathetic"



Republican Party Word Cloud* (1st August – 10th September)

(*Based on global online national paper headlines: Please refer to appendix for full media list.)  
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Democratic Party Word Cloud* (1st August – 10th September)

(*Based on global online national paper headlines: Please refer to appendix for full media list.)  
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The first thing to remember about social media in the Middle East is that it will always focus on local issues 
first, so while there was some discussion of the US Elections, it was dwarfed by discussions of protests in 
Syria, attacks in the Sinai, and the Olympic medial winners from the Arab countries. (See chart on page 12) 

If the election were decided by social media users in the United Arab Emirates, the election would go to 
Obama. The other major theme in the UAE was  US Embassy advice regarding  voting for US expats .

Egypt has the highest number of social media users, so it was no surprised that it generated the highest 
number of comments. The two main topics among all users were  the possibility of Israeli attacking Iran 
before the US Election and the use of Twitter as a barometer for the election. 

Qatar had 179 captured tweets, and mostly retweeted news from Al Jazeera Live and Al Jazeera. 
Interestingly, there were several about  Clint Eastwood and his endorsement of Romney. 

Saudi Arabia n posters generated 114 comments. A few were about election news articles, reflecting Saudi 
social media users’ awareness of the 2012 election trends (Example: “Microsoft reels in YouGov, NBC, Rock 
the Vote and more for Xbox US election hub”) Another set of users discussed Obama’s empathy and personal 
appeal which they believe will give him an edge over Republican candidate Mitt Romney in the swing states 
of Ohio, Florida and Pennsylvania. One important issue that was discussed in forums across the different 
countries was about users fearing Israel would strike Iran before US elections. 

The Middle East Perspective: Egypt and the UAE are paying attention, 
other countries, not so much 

The MENA  region would much rather talk about Arabs in the Olympics and Syria than the US Elections. 
But those that do, see the election as impacting Israel and Iran
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Users in Iran generated a total of 56 comments; mostly  related to 
Republican Party news and Romney and Ryan. Only one post was 
supportive of Obama : a female user tweeted:  “ELECTION2012 - - YEAR of 
#WOMAN #VOTER - - @cspanwj #P2 Plz #VoteObama” 
All the remaining posts were re-tweets of news articles such as, “RT 
@thinkprogress: A total of 21 prominent Republicans have called on 
#Romney to release more tax returns.”

Users in Jordan and Lebanon discussed issues such as Obama’s health care 
policy and the use of oil inventories for electoral reasons. The few 
comments captured on Twitter from Jordan were in support of republican 
women. Example: “Some #Republican women wish men would just shut 
up #GOP #women #election2012” 

Social media users in Iraq showed almost no interest in the US elections 
and generated only 13 comments --all against Obama on the on-going 
crisis in Syria. Sample tweet: “#OBAMA IS 25,000 PEOPLE MURDERED IN 
#SYRIA NOT A RED LINE FOR U ? OR IS #GENOCIDE ACCEPTABLE TO YOU IN 
LIGHT OF THE UPCOMING ELECTION IN #US”

The Middle East Perspective: Egypt and the UAE are paying attention, 
other countries, not so much 

1,094

55,420

78,080

111,651

US Election

Arab Olympic Medal
Winners

Sinai Attacks

Syria Conflict

Volume of Post in Middle Eastern 
Top Topics in August 2012



Conversations by Country: Social Media Discussion of the election in the 
Middle East (1st August – 10th September)
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Verbatim comments from Middle Eastern Bloggers regarding the U.S 
Election in the Middle East
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The only person who can put Romney into the White House is Obama. The only person who can keep Obama in the White House is Romney.
They are both voter-repellent. The question really is: "How many people will vote for Obama to keep Romney out?" (Or the other way round).”

Maybe he (Obama) could deliver on promises made last time, Like the Cuban prison, rendering, & waterboarding. Oh, and how about asking 
permission before Drone-bombing the citizens of an allied nation.”

“
“

Obama wove an illusion of change relative to the bush era and in the end followed the same path”

As a candidate, Obama said he would send forces into Pakistan to take out bin Laden with or without the permission of the Pakistani government 
(which is exactly what he did), and I'm not surprised he extended this logic to non-bin Laden targets. At any rate, I don't think he ever promised to be 
beholden to any nation before ordering drone strikes. It's perfectly reasonable to be upset with the level and character of the drone attacks, but let's 
not imagine candidate promises that never existed.”

Obama does  NOT have my vote regardless of his  opponents.  Obama can't be trusted to follow through on any promise at all. Gitmo remains 
open and occupied. Bradly Manning is being openly tortured and tried as a traitor when he's a hero.  We remain active in Iran and Afghanistan and 
promote wars in other places.  Obama's medical disaster was, by his own admission, a Republican insurance offering he adopted.  Rendition and 
kidnappings continue.  Target killings are murder by another name.  He denies the human right of Writ of Habeas Corpus.  He denies basic 
Constitutional rights such as a speedy trial of peers, and, is in general, the worst thing to happen to the United States of America since it was formed. 
He's destroyed more of our rights and liberties than bin Ladin dreamed of on his worst day.  OBAMA is a failure both as a black man, a human, a 
politician, and an American.  Anyone is better than more Obama.”

““
“

I'm "voting" None of the Above," it is an honorable choice.  At least I'm not disappointed by Obama -- it was clear in 2007 he supported nuclear 
power, "clean" coal, drones, escalation in Pakistan, subservience to Wall Street, etc.  If people are impressed with political speeches vote for the 
speechwriters.”“



Middle Eastern discussion of the US Election by date 
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Based on the GOP 
Convention which picked up 
on the 28th- 30th, significant 

increase in volume was 
shown regarding the different 
speeches discussed during 

the convention.

The second spike is due to the Democratic 
convention and most of the comments were 

related to the prospective speeches.

This was the after-effect 
of the convention. Users 
discussed their opinions 

in regards to the 
speeches delivered by 
the republicans at the 

convention.



France generated 854 comments and showed a completely 
different interest in the elections that any other country studied.  
Users didn’t favor any party and showed little interest in the 
candidates themselves, but rather tweeted about the different 
issues discussed during the elections as well as news articles. Gary 
Johnson wasn’t mentioned or tagged in any of their comments.

Social Media Conversation reflect the political leanings of their country of origin
Analysis of highest volume countries in Europe compared to the US 
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Canada had the second highest  volume of comments with 
6102 in during the 30 day period, mostly from Twitter . Canadians 
were mostly negative, particularly towards Romney and his vice 
presidential pick. Canadians argued  that he wasn’t qualified to run 
for president. Again, Gary Johnson was a surprisingly visible 
candidate. Almost 30% of the users were in his camp. “#Gary 
Johnson's Pitch to the Commission on Presidential Debates.”

We captured  1,045 comments from the UK where topics and 
comments were fairly neutral. The most frequently discussed issue 
was regarding religion and faith and how these impinge on election. 
The remaining discussions concerned news articles about different 
events happening.

Australia generated only 148 tweets.  Users were mainly 
bloggers or journalists covering the elections; The remaining were 
re-tweets of news articles regarding the different issues and topics 
discussed during the election.

In the US, the volume of comments correlated to specific 
campaign events.  In early August average volume was 300 
comments per day. But with the announcement of Paul Ryan as 
Romney’s running mate, volume increased significantly to more than 
500 on August 11. (“Congratulations to @RepPaulRyan, for being 
chosen as @MittTomney’s running mate.”)

Volume stabilized for a period and again peaked during the August 
27-30 Republican Party Convention. During the convention, Ryan’s 
factual errors in his attack on Obama’s policies was one of the top 
trending topics. 31% of users re-tweeted his speech or news articles 
about it. Similar to polling data, there was no significant post-
convention “bump” in social media conversations. 

Twitter engagement has clearly paid off for third-party candidate 
Gary Johnson. Johnson, who is virtually invisible in traditional media 
but is something of a buzz magnet in social media. He captured 
nearly one in four (19%) mentions, and most were  supportive. 

The Associated Press emerged as a major influencer in coverage of 
the convention’s coverage. Many posters retweeted their news, i.e. 
“@AP: FACT CHECK: Making their case at the convention, some GOP 
speakers play loose with reality.”

Most posts from the USA expressed support for a specific candidate 
or party. Tweets were more focused on the different topics 
discussed during the election and the GOP convention.
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Sample Verbatim Tweets 
by Region 

Middle-East
USA

Europe



Appendix  of Media Titles
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Country Media Country Media Country Media Country Media Country Media
Argentina Ambito Financiero France L'Expansion Korea Korea Herald Spain ABC USA Indianapolis Star
Argentina Buenos Aires Economico Germany Berliner Morgenpost Korea Korea Times Spain Cinco Dias USA Los Angeles Times
Argentina Clarin Germany Berliner Zeitung Kuwait Arab Times Spain El Economista USA Miami Herald
Argentina El Cronista Germany Bild Mainland China 21st Century Business Spain El Mundo USA New York Times
Argentina La Nación Germany Capital China Beijing Evening News Spain Expansion USA Philadelphia Inquirer
Australia Australian Financial Review Germany Der Spiegel China Beijing News Switzerland 24 heures USA Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
Australia Canberra Times Germany Die Welt China China Business Post Switzerland Basler Zeitung USA San Francisco Chronicle
Australia Gold Coast Bulletin Germany Die Zeit China People's Daily Switzerland Neue Zurcher Zeitung USA Seattle Times
Australia Herald-Sun Germany Financial Times Deutschland Malaysia New Straits Times Switzerland NZZ am Sonntag USA US News And World Report
Australia Sydney Morning Herald Germany Focus Malaysia Sun Daily Thailand Bangkok Post USA USA Today
Australia The Age Germany Frankfurter Rundschau Mexico El Economista UAE Abu Dhabi National USA Washington Post
Australia The Australian Germany Handelsblatt Mexico Reforma UAE Asharq Alawsat Venezuela El Nacional
Australia WA Today Germany Stuttgarter Zeitung Netherlands De Telegraaf UAE Khaleej Times Venezuela El Universal
Austria Der Standard Germany Wirtschaftswoche Netherlands De Volkskrant United Kingdom Daily Mail Venezuela Ultimas Noticias
Austria Kleine Zeitung Hong Kong South China Morning Post Netherlands Het Algemeen Dagblad United Kingdom Daily Mirror Vietnam Thoi Bao Kinh Te Vietnam
Bahrain Gulf Daily News Hong Kong The Standard Netherlands Het Parool United Kingdom Daily Telegraph
Belgium De Morgen India Deccan Herald Netherlands NRC Handelsblad United Kingdom Financial Times
Brazil A Crítica India DNA - Daily News Analysis New Zealand New Zealand Herald United Kingdom Independent On Sunday
Brazil Brasil Economico India Economic Times Nigeria The Guardian United Kingdom London Evening Standard
Brazil Carta Capital India Financial Express Oman Times of Oman United Kingdom Mail On Sunday
Brazil Época Negócios India Hindu Business Line Paraguay La Nación United Kingdom The Economist
Brazil Jornal do Comercio India Hindustan Times Peru El Comercio United Kingdom The Guardian
Brazil Valor Econômico India India Today Philippines Philippine Daily Inquirer United Kingdom The Independent
Brazil Veja India The Hindu Poland Gazeta Wyborcza United Kingdom The New Statesman
Brazil Zero Hora India The Statesman Puerto Rico Primera Hora USA Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Canada Globe and Mail India Times of India Qatar Gulf Times USA Baltimore Sun
Canada Toronto Star Indonesia Bisnis Indonesia Russia Moscow Times USA Bloomberg Businessweek

Chile America Economia International Time Russia Russia Today USA Boston Globe
Denmark Berlingske Tidende Italy Corriere della Sera Saudi Arabia Arab News USA Chicago Tribune
Denmark Jyllands Posten Japan Japan Times Singapore Berita Harian USA Dallas Morning News
Ecuador Hoy Japan Japan Today Singapore Straits Times USA Denver Post
Egypt Al Ahram Japan Yomiuri Shimbun South Africa Beeld USA Forbes
France 20 Minutes Korea Chosun Ilbo South Africa Financial Mail USA Fortune
France Le Nouvel Economiste Korea Hankyung South Africa Mail & Guardian USA Houston Chronicle


